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Abstract— An effective mutual inductance is proposed in this paper
to efficiently describe the inductive interactions among coupled signal
lines. An efficient estimate of the crosstalk noise among multiple coupled
RLC interconnects is achieved by simplifying the system of coupled lines
into only two coupled RLC interconnects. The concept of an effective
mutual inductance is further applied to a shielding technique, providing
guidelines for inserting shields to reduce crosstalk noise in the presence
of both capacitive and inductive coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

ON-chip interconnect delay and crosstalk have become primary
bottlenecks in determining the performance and signal integrity

of deep submicrometer VLSI circuits. With faster signal rise times
and lower resistance, the long wide wires in the upper metal layers
can exhibit significant inductive effects. An efficient RLC model of
the on-chip interconnect is therefore critical in high level design, logic
synthesis, and physical design.

While capacitive coupling between non-adjacent wires can often be
ignored and is primarily a nearest neighbor phenomenon [1], mutual
inductive coupling is a long range issue and cannot be ignored in non-
adjacent wires. The mutual inductance decays slowly with greater
spacing and depends on the distribution of the induced currents. The
return paths of the induced current often cannot be determined a
priori in complex integrated circuits. With the assumption of current
returning at infinity, Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) mod-
els can be directly applied to circuit simulators like SPICE, obviating
the need for knowing the distribution of the returned currents. A full
matrix which includes the mutual inductances between all pairs of
wires is necessary in the PEEC method to correctly model an RLC
line, generating a dense partial inductance matrix. This dense partial
inductance matrix, together with resistance and capacitance models,
requires significant computational time and is an extremely difficult
IC design and verification task. An approach to tackle this problem is
to use an effective loop inductance to model high speed interconnects
[2]. While the effective loop inductance efficiently describes the
inductive characteristics of a single wire, it does not address the
problem of crosstalk noise in a victim line induced by an aggressor
signal.

An estimate of crosstalk noise among multiple RLC interconnects
is required to implement efficient shielding techniques. Shield inser-
tion is an effective method to reduce crosstalk noise and signal delay
uncertainty, and has become common practice when routing critical
signal and clock lines [3]. Inserting shield lines can greatly reduce
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capacitive coupling [1], and reduce the mutual inductive coupling
by providing a closer current return path for both the aggressor and
victim lines. Far reaching inductive coupling, however, cannot be
completely eliminated, and can produce substantial crosstalk noise
on a quiescent victim line. An efficient estimate of the crosstalk
noise between coupled interconnects including the effects of shield
insertion is therefore critical during the routing and verification phase
to guarantee signal integrity. Guidelines are required to determine
when a shield line should be inserted and whether a one sided shield
or two sided shield is appropriate.

An effective mutual inductance is proposed in this paper to
solve the problem of crosstalk noise among multiple coupled RLC
interconnects and to provide guidelines for shield insertion. By
converting coupled interconnects with multiple ground return lines
into two coupled interconnects with an effective loop inductance
and mutual inductance, an estimate of the crosstalk noise can be
analytically determined [4]. Based on the effective mutual inductance
and crosstalk noise models, the effect of shield insertion on reducing
crosstalk noise in the presence of capacitive and inductive coupling
is discussed in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
concept of an effective mutual inductance is proposed to efficiently
characterize the inductive interactions among multiple coupled RLC
interconnects, and is applied to estimate crosstalk noise in an example
structure composed of four couple RLC interconnects with varying
separation. Based on the effective mutual inductance and crosstalk
noise models, the effect of shield insertion on reducing crosstalk noise
and guidelines for shield insertion in the presence of capacitive and
inductive coupling are presented in Section III. Some conclusions are
offered in Section IV.

II. EFFECTIVE MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

Due to the presence of long range inductive coupling, crosstalk
generally involves multiple coupled RLC interconnects. The effective
loop inductance [2] is commonly used to avoid the complexity of
the PEEC method. While the effective loop inductance is efficient
in estimating the delay of the signal line, it does not address the
issue of crosstalk noise caused by inductive coupling between an
aggressor line and a victim line. In order to address crosstalk noise
among multiple coupled RLC interconnects, the ground current return
path of the inductances is first discussed in this section, followed
by an introduction of the concept of an effective mutual inductance
to efficiently characterize inductive coupling between an aggressor
line and a victim line. Based on the effective mutual inductance,
multiple coupled RLC interconnects can be modeled by two coupled
signal lines, permitting an efficient estimate of the crosstalk noise.
An example structure composed of four coupled RLC interconnects
is presented to demonstrate the process for estimating crosstalk noise
with the model described in [4].

Current in general is distributed among multiple return paths so
as to minimize the total impendence
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(a) Ground return current distri-
bution for aggressor line
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(b) Ground return current distri-
bution for victim line

Fig. 1. Circuit models to determine the distribution of the ground return
current for an aggressor line and a victim line

frequencies (
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), the line impedance and related return paths
are dominated by the resistance. The return current, therefore, seeks
the minimum resistance path, which can spread widely to multiple
power or ground wires. At high frequencies (

	?>�>@����
), where

the inductance dominates, the return current seeks the paths of least
inductance. Since the line width of the power grid is much larger
than the width of the signal lines, the return paths are commonly
assumed to be confined to the closest power or ground lines [5]. In
order to reduce interconnect delay, the global signal lines in the upper
layer are made wider with less resistance. As a consequence, the
inductive impedance of these wires is much greater than the resistive
impedance, and the returned current seeks those paths that minimize
the loop inductance.

Assuming the current only returns through the power and shield
lines, the distribution of the ground return current of both the
aggressor line and victim line can be determined by solving the
branch currents for the circuits shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The
inductances shown in Fig. 1 are partial inductances, and can be
analytically determined [6] by�BA��DCFE CGCHCJIHKML K:NB� I�KO �QP �R�SCTE U�VWK�NX�ZY[�M\J] (1)^_�DCFE CGCHCJIHKML K:NB� K` �ba c�� Ked` d �"V&a cf� ` dKed � ` K \J] (2)

where
K
, O , and

P
are the length, width, and thickness of the intercon-

nects, respectively,
`

is the separation between two interconnects, andK:NB�ZY[�
is only a function of the

P�g O ratio and is small as compared
to the other terms (varying from 0 to 0.0025).

Applying a mesh analysis to the circuit with
N

ground lines as
shown in Fig. 1(a), the branch current of each ground line h�i �L j�k']lj d ]$E$E$ER]�jnmo\:p�qGk can be obtained by solving [7],r�s �tcX]

(3)r�u v �D� uxw v �S�Xy$z�z{VQ� uew y$z|z}V=�By$z|z w v E
(4)

The signs of
j u

( ~ = cG]�Io]$E$E'E1]�N ) are chosen to be negative to denote
the inverse current direction and normalized to satisfyV�c�>�j u >9C�]

(5)m� u�� k j u ��V�cXE (6)

The branch current
s p q k

can be further extended to include the

aggressor line and victim line as
s ��L�cG]|CT]�j k ]�j d ]�E$E'E1]�j m \ p .

Similarly, the branch current for a victim line can be obtained as � �L CF]'cH]l� k ]l� d ]$E$E$ER]l� m \ p by solving the circuit equations developed in
Fig. 1(b).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the inductive interactions within two
signal lines and the surrounding ground lines can be incorporated
into two coupled signal lines with effective loop inductances and an
effective mutual inductance, permitting an estimate of the crosstalk
noise between two lines. Assuming the current flowing through the
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Fig. 2. Simplification of multiple interconnects into two coupled signal lines
with effective loop inductances, effective mutual inductance, and effective
resistances based on the equivalence of the magnetic energy stored in these
two systems.

aggressor line is
qGk

and the current through the victim line is
q d , the

magnetic field energy stored in the original system is�W�b� cIRh pi"� h�i ]� cI � s q k � � q d � p � � s q k � � q d �1]� cI s�p � s q dk � cI�� p � � q dd� cI � s p � � � � p � s ��q k q d E (7)

The magnetic field energy stored in the equivalent system is�<�� � cI L q k q d \X� � y�z�z �l��� ^ �����^ ����� � � u�� �����X� � q kq d � ]� cI � y�z�z �l��� q dk � cI �B� u�� ����� q dd ��^ ����� qGk�q d E (8)

By using the equivalence of the magnetic energy stored in these two
systems

���b�b� ��
, the effective loop inductance and the effective

mutual inductance are� y$z|z ����� � s p � s ] (9)� � u�� ����� � � p � � ] (10)^ ����� � cI � s p � � � � p � s �[E (11)



Since
s p � � is a number rather than a matrix,

s p � � �� s p � � � p � � p � p s � � p � s . The final step is valid because
the partial inductance matrix � is symmetric. The effective mutual
inductance in (11), therefore, can be further simplified to^ ����� � s p � � E (12)

The effective resistance can be determined from the equivalence of
the power consumed in these two systems, as shown in (13) and (14),
where

s
and � include the aggressor line, victim line, and

N
ground

return lines. 	 y$z�z ����� � mG� d� u�� k j du 	 u ] (13)	 � u�� ����� � mJ� d� u:� k � du 	 u E (14)

The effective mutual inductance together with the crosstalk noise
model described in [4] can be applied to analytically estimate the
crosstalk noise among multiple coupled RLC interconnects. As an
example, a four coupled RLC interconnect structure with a length of
3000 �R� , as shown in Fig. 3, is used to compare the estimate of
crosstalk noise, determined analytically through the effective mutual
inductance, with SPICE.
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Fig. 3. An example structure of four coupled interconnects to present the
concept of an effective mutual inductance

The partial inductance matrix extracted from the interconnect
structure shown in Fig. 3 and the calculated effective loop inductances
and effective mutual inductance are (units in nH)

�X§ y'¨�© u y'ª �¬«®5¯ E ° ¯J±�² U³ITE ´JUHU ¯J± ITE U ± c ¯G± IoE�c$µG° ¯H²IoE ´GUGU ¯J±D² E µG´H°Gµ ¯³¯ E ± ° ² °GUtIoE U ± c ¯J±IoE U ± c ¯J±b¯ E ± ° ² °JU ² E µH´G°Gµ ¯ IoE ´GUGU ¯J±IoE�c$µG° ¯H² ITE U ± c ¯J± ITE ´GUGU ¯G±<¯ E ° ¯J±�² U
¶ ·¸ ] (15)

� �����'� � © u � � �º¹ ITE ± U ± µ ¯ cHE U ± °Tc�UcGE U ± °Fc$´tIoE ± U ± µ ¯B» E (16)

The interconnect structure is simulated using FastHenry at a fre-
quency of 10 GHz. The resulting loop inductance matrix is� �'y$Al©e¼'�lmG¨�½ � ¹ IoE ± U ± µ ¯ cGE U ± °Fc ±cHE U ± °Tc ± ITE ± U ± µ ¯ » E (17)

The effective loop inductances and the effective mutual inductance
obtained from (9) - (12) are essentially the same as the simulation
results developed from FastHenry [8], validating the method of
effective mutual inductance, as shown in (16) and (17).

To estimate the crosstalk noise with a step input at the aggressor
line, the capacitance matrix of the structure is extracted using OEA
tools [9], and is (units in pF)¾ � «® CTE ² I ² CGµtCTE CGCGµ ± ´³CFE CGCTc ± U³CTE CHCGCHµG´CTE CHCGµ ± ´tCTE�c'C ² C ¯ CFE C ± °G°GU³CTE CHCFc ± UCTE CHCFc ± U<CTE C ± °H°JUbCFE�c'C ² C ¯ CTE CHCGµ ± ´CTE CHCGCHµG´tCTE CGCFc ± UbCFE CGCHµ ± ´<CTE ² I ² CGµ

¶ ·¸ E (18)

The effective ground capacitances of the signal lines are determined
by adding the coupling capacitance to the ground line to the ground

capacitance, yielding the effective capacitance matrix,¾ ������� � © u � � �º¹ CTE�cGc�UHU ² CFE C ± °G°GUCTE C ± °H°JUbCFE�cGc'UGU ² » E (19)

With multiple coupled interconnects ( � § y'¨�© u y$ª in (15) and
¾

in
(18)) converted into two coupled signal lines ( � ������� � © u � � in (16) and¾ �����'� � © u � �

in (19)), an estimate of the crosstalk noise voltage can be
made from the analytic equations in [4]. It is shown in [4] that two
coupled interconnects can be decoupled into two isolated signal lines,
and the peak crosstalk noise occurs at the time of flight,

P �
or 3

P �
.

Applying the analytic formula in [4] to the effective inductance matrix
and effective capacitance matrix in (16) and (19), respectively, with
a driver resistance of 50 ¿ and a load capacitance of 40 fF, the peak
crosstalk noise can be determined. To compare the effective mutual
inductance and coupling noise with the simulations, the separation
between the two signal lines is varied from 0.6 � m to 3 � m, and the
comparisons are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The analytic solution of
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Fig. 4. Comparison of calculated effective loop inductance and effective
mutual inductance to the simulation results provided by FastHenry for
different separations between the aggressor and victim lines.À À À À À À À À À À À À À
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Fig. 5. Comparison of analytic solution of peak crosstalk noise to SPICE
for different separations between the aggressor and victim lines.

the crosstalk noise exhibits an average error of 3.5% as compared to
SPICE. An estimate of the crosstalk noise for multiple coupled RLC
interconnects based on the approach of an effective mutual inductance
is, therefore, shown to be both practical and efficient.

III. THE EFFECT OF SHIELD INSERTION ON REDUCING

CROSSTALK NOISE

The problem of crosstalk becomes worse as the interconnect
exhibit significant inductive effects. A step input asserted at the
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Fig. 6. Different structures for inserting shield lines to reduce crosstalk noise

aggressor line, in general, can cause crosstalk noise to oscillate
in the victim line. To guarantee signal integrity and reduce delay
uncertainty, shield lines are often inserted near the sensitive signal
lines. Shield insertion can greatly reduce capacitive coupling [1],
while also decreasing the inductive coupling between the signal lines
by providing a closer current return path for both the aggressor and
victim lines. Far reaching inductive coupling, however, cannot be
completely eliminated, producing substantial crosstalk noise on the
quiescent victim line.

As shown in Fig. 6, three structures for inserting shield lines are
presented. One shield is inserted between the aggressor line and the
victim line as shown in Fig. 6(a), two shields are inserted along the
two sides of coupled signal lines as illustrated in Fig. 6(b), and three
shields are inserted along both sides of each signal line as depicted in
Fig. 6(c). An estimate of the crosstalk noise based on the approach of
an effective mutual inductance as described in Section II is applied to
each of these interconnect structures. The partial inductance matrices
are extracted, followed by the determination of the ground return
current paths. The effective loop inductance and effective mutual
inductance are determined from (9) - (12), and the crosstalk noise is
obtained from analytic equations in [4]. SPICE simulations of each of
these interconnect structures are compared in Table I to the analytic
models. The analytic solution for the peak crosstalk noise exhibits
an average error of 12% as compared to SPICE.

TABLE I
EFFECT OF SHIELD INSERTION ON EFFECTIVE MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

AND CROSSTALK NOISE

Effective
Crosstalk Noise (% ×oØ|Ø )

Inductance (nH)No. of Shields

Mutual Loop Analytical SPICE Error

No shield 2.655 4.839 20.25% 20.57% 1.56%
One shield 0.086 2.269 4.10% 4.90% 16.32%

Two shields 0.437 2.115 7.18% 5.79% 24.01%
three shields -0.045 1.634 2.84% 2.67% 6.37%

As shown in Table I, inserting a shield line in the vicinity of
a signal line can greatly reduce the effective mutual inductance,
significantly reducing the coupling noise. A shield inserted between
the aggressor line and the victim line as shown in Fig. 6(a) has
a greater effect on reducing the effective mutual inductance than
inserting shield lines along the other side of the signal lines as shown
in Fig. 6(b). The two shield scenario also does not eliminate the
capacitive coupling, which contributes to a higher crosstalk noise than
the one shield scenario. The three shield interconnect structure shown
in Fig. 6(c) has the least crosstalk noise. This structure, however,
requires the highest silicon area. The two shield structure shown
in Fig. 6(b) reduces the crosstalk noise to a level comparable with
the three shield structure, suggesting that a pattern of a shield line
for every two global signal lines is a desirable structure to control
crosstalk noise. Another interesting phenomenon is that the effective
loop inductance drops with each inserted shield line, reducing the
inductance of the signal lines.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using the equivalence of magnetic energy, an effective mutual
inductance is proposed in this paper to efficiently describe the
inductive coupling between an aggressor line and a victim line.
Based on the effective mutual inductance, the problem of estimating
the crosstalk noise among multiple coupled interconnects can be
simplified into crosstalk between only two coupled signal lines.
Crosstalk noise among multiple coupled RLC interconnects, there-
fore, can be analytically determined, permitting the signal integrity to
be efficiently estimated in both the early routing and later verification
stages of the IC design process. The concept of an effective mutual
inductance is further applied to shield insertion, providing guidelines
for inserting shields to reduce crosstalk noise in the presence of both
capacitive and inductive coupling. It is shown that a shield line in the
vicinity of the signal lines can greatly reduce inductive coupling. A
pattern of a shield line for every two global signal lines in the upper
metal layers is shown to be desirable for controlling crosstalk noise.
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